Tyne Valley MTB newsletter: December 2014
www.tynevalleymtb.co.uk
You can improve mountain biking in our region by being a member of
Tyne Valley MTB

Evening ride in Hexhamshire on 02.07.14
Hello members of Tyne Valley MTB and interested people,
Welcome to the December 2014 edition of the club newsletter. 2014 turned out to be a wonderfully dry
year and a strong nucleus of members managed to squeeze in a lot of excellent rides in mostly dry
conditions. Dark night rides continued through Autumn into Winter and once again our Alpine tour by
MTB was a memorable adventure much enjoyed by 8 members.
One way and another it’s been a busy year as this newsletter will confirm. Do please contact Ted if you
need to know more about anything that follows or you wish to make any comments. Regrettably, most
of the pics are grainy due to being reduced in resolution to allow the newsletter to be emailable.

December 2014 newsletter contents
1. Membership & AGM
2. Reminder of routes, rides & tours in 2014
3. TVMTB projects & plans 2015
4. Reports for 2014
5. Multi day linear routes

6. Rights of Way improvements & how managed
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8. Other
9. Tyne Valley MTB Alps tours: 2015
Finally…….
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Sweethope & Ray Fell Route: 7th July 2014

1. Tyne Valley MTB Membership 2014
Your membership provides the club with the credibility to do the things it does on YOUR behalf.
The rates for club membership in 2014 remain the same as in 2013.
Adults: £10 / under 16s in education & unemployed: £5
2 adults in the same household: £12 in total
New members: Please send your cheque made out to Tyne Valley MTB to:
Tyne Valley MTB, C/o Peth Head Cottage, Juniper, HEXHAM, NE47 0LA
Or make a bank transfer to Lloyds Bank Hexham: s/c 30-94-19 a/c 18207260.
Please kindly send an email to tvmtb@yahoo.co.uk to advise payment has been made
New members are welcome and it’s HUGELY important that existing members renew their membership
to sustain the route development work the club is undertaking on YOUR behalf.
NOTE: The club’s website is very much a work in progress due to lack of input time but an offer has
come in to look at options to improve it!

The 2014 AGM + planning for 2015 SAME VENUE AS FOR THE LAST TWO AGMs
Monday evening 26th February 2015 - Agenda items please to Ted by 17.01.15
7-30pm: Tynedale Golf Club, Tyne Green [NOT Hexham GC / west end of Hexham]
Plenty of parking and easy access on foot and cycle from Burn Lane over the level crossing
Those who are able to, PLEASE PLEASE try to attend the AGM or send apologies. TVMTB has embarked
on a number of bold schemes promised at the lasts two AGMs so your support and interest is needed
and much appreciated.
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2. Reminder of some rides in 2014:
The pattern seems to be that midweek evening rides are the most popular although a committed core
never misses an opportunity to enjoy a day rides. Note: It’s only really possible to take pics of riders on
easy sections as no-one wants to stop when they are riding good singletrack..

The Matfen loop on 02.11.14

Beyond Simonburn on 09.07.14

Dipton Burn 21.05.14

Slaley Forest on 14.05.14

Matfen loop 02.11.14
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Hexhamshire Horseshoe 28.09.14

3. Proposed routes, rides & tours in 2015
Thursday evening night rides are still ongoing on Wednesday evenings and continue to be co-ordinated
by Graham Patton and Dave Walton and on Thursday evenings by Ali Tye. Please contact Ted in the first
instance for details if you would like to join either of these this brightly-lit groups.
Wednesday evening rides should start mid April - weather permitting
Day rides & Half day Sunday rides take place according to demand as advertised
Weekend trips will be held according to demand – see 3 proposal below for starters
Future rides generally - please contact Tyne Valley MTB organiser (Ted) if you fancy a particular route
or if you would like to lead a ride OR if you would like to see the rides organised differently. PLEASE
DON’T JUST STOP TURNING UP – TELL US IF WE CAN DO SOMETHING BETTER!

Weekend rides
3rd / 6th April (3 days over this Easter w/e): Sandstone Way launch – ride the full route incl red options
24th (eve) to 26th April: MTB - w/e (North York Moors?) Suggestions welcome…….
22nd (eve) to 25th May (SBH w/e): (MTB tour of Ben Nevis or Southern Upland Way)

Fund raising events /opportunities in 2015
2015 has the potential for Tyne Valley MTB to raise a significant sum of money for route development
without it being too onerous as long as the workload is shared. Following our October planning meeting
and subsequent follow up, the planning group have agreed we will commit to the events below with the
money raised to be wisely invested to develop mountain biking in the region.
It was agreed we would evaluate each opportunity on its own merits and ideally use the money we raise
to be matched from other funding sources then invested or loaned to MTB projects on the basis the
principle is paid back from the revenue the loan will stimulate e.g. MTB route maps sales.
It was agreed we would run the following income-generating events in 2015:
1. Tuesday evening 17th March 2015: Queens Hall Hexham
http://www.queenshall.co.uk/whats-on/seasons-diary/982
Tickets will be available to sell from mid January.
2. 19th / 21st June 2015: MTB Sportive - Ride the Sandstone Way on the Longest Day (or w/e)
BOOK BOTH DATES IN YOUR DIARY - BEGIN NOW TO SPREAD THE WORD
IN ABEYANCE
3. 3rd / 5th July 2015: North Pennines MTB Marathon – commitment not yet made
4. 19th September: Hadrian’s 100 road sportive from Haltwhistle
NB: We’re not a road cycling club BUT this is an opportunity TVMTB can exploit without a huge amount
of effort to accrue further funds. Two club members are considering the role as Organiser and deputy
As ever, your comments and involvement are welcomed. Please contribute your time and effort
where you can – no matter how small as every little helps share the load.
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My first year riding with Tyne Valley MTB
I cannot remember how I found out about Tyne Valley MTB. I thought at the time that it would be
good to start riding with a group of people rather than my sole forays on the small number of routes
that I knew. What can I say other than I have had a truly fantastic year! With too many highlights to
mention I’m not going to try. I think it is the combination of good company, new places, history
context from Ted with a goodly dose of adventure mixed in…. and the weather hasn’t been bad either!
It’s always a bit strange the first time you meet up with a gang of folks that know each other but I
soon found myself chatting with people as we rode. What really struck home was the complete lack of
edge…everyone was just there to enjoy the ride.
As an incomer (been here about 12 years now!) all the routes have been new to me and that in itself
has been something of a revelation…it’s the local knowledge that enables people to link together great
sections of single track and bridleway that have made for some superb routes. I take my hat off here
to Ted, Graham and Dave who have managed to put together a great set of rides. It might not mean
much to others who know the routes but for me it’s given me a chance to explore to the point where I
probably know more than a lot of locals!
Night riding has been awesome. Apart from a couple of occasions where I have got lost ending up
returning in darkness this is the first time I have ridden properly at night. It is altogether different
than riding during the day and with Graham leading on his home trails just as quick!...in fact probably
far to fast if I plan to live to a ripe old age but just a complete adrenalin rush for an old coffin dodger
like me!
And then there’s Ted…just taking in all his knowledge of the old routes… pack horse trails, drovers and
inclosure roads…has provided another welcome dimension to the whole experience. And, of course his
mastery of negotiation and persuasion is something that has to be seen and admired. We ride into a
farm yard one night where a stony faced farmer is waiting to give us hell. Before he has managed to
get a word out Ted has convinced the guy we mean no harm and the farmer ends up suggesting we
traverse across his fields because it will be better…those dulcet, silvery tones are such a wonder to
behold and achieved a similar outcome when a gamekeeper was encountered on another occasion.
For me things can only continue to get better, I am really looking forward to the Alps trip next
summer and I am looking forward to riding the Sandstone Way next spring. I guess I had better pull
my weight and put together a couple of routes myself for next year, although it’s great to have
someone else leading the ride and not have to worry about where we are heading.
I also hope we can pull off the planned fund raising events with everyone pitching in so it isn’t too
much hassle for anyone. I know through work how important it is that we continue to improve access
and it’s really quite challenging getting the funds to deliver improvements.
Rob

Night rides
Some men went to mow, went to mow a meadow, but they cut some more hawthorns instead and I
got the bloody puncture this week! This was actually the first 'wild' puncture I've experienced in my 2
years of riding, so apologies to all for my fumbling fingers and lack of F1 pit-stop skills :(
But it was the only minor downside to an otherwise great night ride (3 hours = 20km and I forget how
many climbing metres, but must have been 300+). Six of us set of from Low Prudhoe on a dry and
windless, if a tad chilly, night. The early climb did well to warm us up though and the rest of the route
was a mystery tour along totally unknown trails and tracks to me which is always nice. We wound
down the valley by the railway tracks and the river, then south eventually up through the leafy
suburbs of Stocksfield and then along, and then some up towards Hedley, and along and up, and then
along… and yes, up. I don't really remember all the rest very accurately, it involved some nice flees
doon, and then another wee climb or three, sometimes in woods, and sometimes in fields, some (but
not too much) on quiet tarmac, occasionally in between one and the other. Eventually we were in
Prudhoe Woods, and this was fun! Some bridges were involved, and steps, and sudden turns into the
undergrowth which helped produce one or two comedic falls ;) Hope the bruises heal soon Pete, your
one on that hidden slithery bridge could have been so much worse :) There was also a bit of teetering
alongside new ravines created by recent land slippage, concentrated the mind a bit when the
blackness suddenly appears in the lights! But it was all narrow and twisty ST, rooty and rocky, up and
down, a bit gloopy in places but never too much of anything, except really good fun, I enjoyed it a lot.
Many thanks to Graham the Route Meister for leading the ride and to Dave, James, Rob and Pete for
their additional company and good cheer :)
Graham B.
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Great Alpine Chain Route by MTB: 15th to 24th August 2014
Heiligenblut to Hinterstoder (Austrian Alps)
This route section of our amazing annual adventure was full of the sort of mountain biking surprises we
have become to expect on our annual Alps tour yet each tour is always different. The consensus was
that this year there were more pushing sections over high passes than on previous tours but the range
of situations we found ourselves in and route types we rode were as fulfilling as ever. The wet weather
provided the biggest challenge. Even so, every day was packed with the high quality trail riding some of
which was truly amazing. It’s fabulous that in 2015 the club will be organising TWO Alpine tours.

Above: easy start to a mega hikeyabike to access a very long challenging downhill (middle below)

Spectacular precipice-traversing (below)
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Tyne Valley MTB Alps tours – random thoughts from an Alps veteran
I've enjoyed MTB and road cycling for years. My first Alps trip was the TMB (Tour of Mt Blanc) by MTB
in 2006 pre TVMTB with 4 of the same folk on current trips. 2015 will be my 8th Alps tour. It's very
addictive this ride hard, eat well...sleep deep and repeat for 7-10 days .The many hours of research
and planning routes Ted undertakes have always delivered a high quality mix of trails in epic locations,
with other staple highlights being the mid ride picnics prepared by ever excellent support drivers. Also
after you have experienced the hassle of taking your bike on a flight then you will not underestimate
the value of Ted’s bike courier service. Bikes are collected, padded and cushioned and loaded early
one morning, flying with only hand luggage the next day to meet up with your bike which is ready to
ride in a different Alpine location every year. This same process in reverse for the return journey is
even better after a tough and tiring week.
The only route guarantee is to expect the unexpected (too many examples to quote) and many
memorable overnights in a wide range of locations and welcoming ‘hostelries’. One abiding memory
for example was the day we descended 2,100m before lunch and then a further 1,200m in the pm,
another was when we had to stash the bikes before a longish gully scramble to the mountain hut
accommodation, arriving just in time before a massive storm or seeing our bikes being transported up
to a high mountain hut in an open aerial-slung box whist we walked.
If ultimately you like to be out on your bike in the big mountains for often longer than expected days
on all sorts but often superb trails, be with like minded people and are prepared to take the carrying
up and sometimes down high passes with extremes of weather as being all part of the true MTB
touring challenge then I recommend you venture forth on the Great Alpine Chain Route....your
memories will thank you.
Allen

UNRECORDED WAYS IN NORTHUMBERLAND
A project supported by the Joint Local Access Forum of Northumberland

RESEARCHERS WANTED
DO OLD MAPS & DOCUMENTS FASCINATE YOU?
4. Reports for 2014

2026

This newsletter has regularly overviewed how important the date 2026 is because that is the cut-off
year for any future applications / claims using archival evidence to re-open ancient tracks which aren’t
currently shown on the Definitive Map. Many landowners would prefer there to be no public access
across their land and can’t wait until the cut-off date closes which is why time is of the essence.
The applications / claims process is torturous but strong applications based on sound verifiable
thoroughly researched historical evidence can be successful. More voluntary researchers are required
urgently and training will be provided. Please contact Ted in the first instance if this appeals to you and
you can spare ideally about a day a fortnight or even just once in a while. TV MTB actively supports this
initiative. NB: Both new ‘access’ reported on page 8 are classic examples how important this work is.

Clues on the ground (a few of many)
Holloways – stone wall footings – kests* - tracks lined with old hawthorn hedges – old bridges – level
‘platform’ tracks cut into slopes – seemingly isolated mile stones – marker trees - fords - double-width
grass tracks with a stone base [*raised boundaries formed from stones and turves]

Clues on the map (a few of many)
Place names – named tracks - old churches – linear alignments – black dashed lines – ‘white’ roads
NOTE: All the above are no more than supportive clues – only detailed methodical research = evidence
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Access news from the counties:
Northumberland
LEFT: As a result of archival research and a strong
subsequent application, RB 3 and BW 10 in
Callaly parish (Yetlington School Lane) was
confirmed on 25th November 2015. This is the
track between Yetlington and Tod-le-Moor which
is now legal for mountain bikes to use.
BELOW: North of Derwent Reservoir
After a long drawn out PI, RB 15 (Parish of
Healey) was confirmed. As you would expect, Mr
Stephenson the farmer is most unhappy that his
largest pasture now has a RB diagonally crossing
it. Please use these routes with the greatest of
consideration for local people, livestock &
crops.

NOTE: Coal Lane is an unsurfaced double track from Slaley Hall and connects directly to new RB 15
which links onto to the C road on the North side of Derwent Reservoir. It’s a short distance in an easterly
direction to access the shared-use path from Mill Shield carpark to the dam and on to Pow Hill visitor
area.
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Eals Bridge was washed out by flood water and
should be replaced by Spring 2015. This will
reinstate a very important crossing point of the
River South Tyne to facilitate access to / from the
shared use path adjacent to the narrow gauge
railway between Alston and Slaggyford.
OTHER
The Smoutel Ford crossing north of West
Woodburn is still an ongoing discussion. NCC has
commissioned a survey to see if an affordable
replacement is an option.
Re-opening the fording point of the River Till
west of Hepburn Bell Farm is now a possibility.
Many thanks to member Alan Mitcham for
pursuing this on behalf of MTBers and walkers.

A1 Dualling
A section of the A1 will be dualled in the next two years which is good for vehicle drivers but this will
make it FAR harder, more dangerous and possibly impossible for walkers, cyclists and horse riders to
cross safely from one side to the other. TVMTB is campaigning for grade-separated crossings (bridges
and tunnels) to be built into the plans at suitable points from the outset.
A section of the B6344 east of Rothbury collapsed over a year ago and work to rebuild it is planned for
2015. TVMTB has contacted NCC twice to suggest a shared use path is incorporated into the design as
this section has always been a dangerous section of road for vulnerable road users. So far NCC has failed
to reply so other options to have dialogue on thus unique opportunity are being pursued.
TVMTB has engaged with some landowners and / or their agents to talk about creating new Bridleway
access in several different locations. The reception has varied from cooperation subject to conditions to
refusing even to reply to our polite approach asking for a meeting. If and when new access can be
negotiated then this information will be revealed via this newsletter or the TVMTB website.

Co Durham
Hexham Lane (shown left) has been popular with MPVs for a long time
now has TRO in place which should return this route to a state that
walkers, cyclists and horse riders can use commodiously – subject to use
by agricultural vehicles. The MPV lobby has fought this order from the
outset.

OTHER
After the Eastgate Cement works in Weardale was closed down the site
was mothballed. It is currently being used as a film set for the TV series
Beowulf and part of the deal is to open up new Bridleway access – more
details in due course.
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Cumbria
A number of bridleways and UCRs in North Cumbria which are in disrepair have been reported to the
main ROW officer who has an excellent reputation for fulfilling ROW obligations with what is a very
limited budget. Improvements long in gestation are gradually being progressed – info in due course.
GATESHEAD
At Rowlands Gill a Paths for Communities-funded link route was
coordinated by BRAG (Bridleways and Riders Action Group)
http://www.b-r-a-g.co.uk/ to create a shared use path between an
existing short Bridleway and a forest track for walkers, cyclists and
horse riders. TVMTB submitted a letter of support.
NB: A few local cyclists have been shouting at horse riders to
‘clear off’ from this path which is totally unacceptable behaviour.
We cycle this shared-use path only because of BRAG’s hard work.

Kielder Water & Forest Park 2014
Over 5km of trails were maintained,
enhanced, rebuilt and even a brand new
section of singletrack on the Osprey Trail
was constructed in April 2014.
Every season made an appearance during
the project, from heavy rains through to
snow and the best summer in years!
This image shows a group of workers
including two ‘dogs bodies’. We love to
ride but often forget the guys who build
the trails! We owe them our thanks.
We also express our gratitude to FC’s Alex MacLennan and to Kielder Trail Reavers (Kielder volunteer
trail builders) for their commitment and hard work this year and every year. This was rewarded when
additional (Northern Lands) funding was directed into the project which allowed further work to be
done on the Osprey Trail thereby setting up Kielder as our own must ride trail centre in 2015.
Delivered at Kielder in 2014 in terms of maintaining & building mostly funded by Northern Lands:
Kerserycleugh / 3 Dog Climb / 3 Dog Descent / Forrest Dive / Osprey Trail (Rikkies Run steep section)
Lonesome Pine (climb at Lewisburn) / stone delivered at Ravens Hill for volunteers and for the MTB
training loop (for 2015 improvement work) / Cross Border Route (paid for by a Sustrans legacy donation)
Volunteers are needed to work on the Kielder MTB training loop in early 2015. Contact Alex MacLennan
at Kielder (FC) or Tyne Valley MTB for details.
Remember! TRAILS DON’T BUILD AND / OR MAINTAIN THEMSELVES
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So much achieved by so few yet enjoyed and taken for granted by so many
Hamsterley Forest: The same Northern Lands funding source paid to construct 3 new sections of Blue,
Red and Black singletrack. In addition a new multi user bridge and a fantastic new multi user trail into
the wider forest from the main car park and picnic areas were installed. All this was only possible due to
the dedicated hard work of Hamsterley Trail Builders and funding which was wisely spent.
In addition to all this, the Forestry Commission also made substantial changes to the visitor centre, café
and MTB hire centre and at present are working through a £60,000 refit of the toilet block.
Facts: 750,000 visitors to FC forests per year/ estimated annual spend is in excess of £4.3m. Source:
Roots to Prosperity – an action plan for the growth & development of the forestry sector in Northern
England

3. Reports for 2014
Following the adoption of the cycle tourism in Northumberland report (2013) commissioned by
Northumberland Tourism – see…..
1. Main Report in general detail (key issues)
http://www.cyclepad.org.uk/files/RecreationalCyclingCycleTourismInNorthumberland2013.pdf
2. Main Appendix comprising detail of what 1. refers to (optional reading)
http://www.cyclepad.org.uk/listing/Appendix-Parts-for-Northumberland-Cycling-Report-1
…. despite best intent, progress to implement the recommendations therein has been painfully slow.
The review’s ‘masterplan’ approach recommends moving away from the disconnected mixed quality
initiatives and fragmentation that have characterised and held back the region for nearly two
decades.
Check out 2 above: Part 4 from pages 19 + for more information about mountain biking although there
are a number of positive references in other parts of the review. TVMTB will fight hard to see these
recommendations implemented.
The main signed cycle routes in Northumberland are shown on the map below left which reveals huge
voids of good cycling in between. Also look carefully and you will see green lines which indicate off-road
sections where road cyclists have to jump onto a MTB to get them to the next road section or vice versa.
This ‘one size fits all’ approach for cycle routes is greatly out of touch with how people ride bikes and the
above cycle tourism report outlines how this can be quite easily remedied and for little cost. Until it is
remedied, there is no chance Northumberland can be taken seriously as a cycle tourism destination.
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Tyne Valley MTB rides all over the North East but mainly in Northumberland. The concept map above
right indicates where the best MTB areas are but there are many lesser known areas which provide
excellent XC routes. Thrunton Woods has its own set of trail builders and followers; Kielder is
Northumberland’s only MTB trail centre and Hamsterley is County Durham’s.

5. Multi day linear routes
The Sandstone Way by MTB route:
http://www.nnpa.org.uk/parklive/news/news-pages/new,-120-mile-sandstone-way-will-create-cycletourism-opportunities
Tyne Valley MTB has been credited for our input into the development of the Sandstone Way in terms of
route research and sourcing funding for part producing the route map - sponsorship for future updated
editions will be welcomed. The route is now 99% waymarked, the website should go live in February
and the route map will be available in March in advance of the route launch at Easter.

Sandstone Way day test
ride: 05.11.14.
Thanks to 7 members of
TVMTB who rode between
Wooler and Rothbury in
mixed weather conditions
arriving in Rothbury in the
dark.
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Part account of the ride by Graham from Acomb
The cold rain that drove in from the north had slackened off just enough for us to get going around
10am from the crossroads near Newtown, 5km south of Wooler which is where we joined the
Sandstone Way. Seven Tyne Valley MTB members had assembled for this pre-inaugural, club organised experimental /reconnaissance /shakedown /photo-shoot. It looked like an inauspicious
start for what promised to be a long day in the saddle. And so it proved!
The magnificent seven set off north-westwards towards Wooler, straight up the hill following old
roads and byways with a welcome plunge down past the transmitter mast at Coldmartin before
joining up with St Cuthbert’s Way into the town just in time for another cloudburst. Wooler looks like
it will happily cope with the crowds of damp and hungry mountain bikers which will soon be coming
its way. Some will stay overnight before setting off on another stage of a 3 or even 4 day expedition,
others may just be passing through while barely drawing breath on a faster timetable.
Sadly for us, it was too early in the day for a coffee and cake stop so we carried on after a short rest
and chat. It’s not easy to get older muscles warmed and happily spinning when the drizzle is running
down the neck, into your shoes and your bum is already wet. I think a few of us would happily have
taken the cake option in a cosy coffee shop while the clouds passed but we were out-voted.
With the prospect of finishing the ride in the dark the decision was to press on. Finishing in darkness
turned out to be prophetic but fortunately, this was the last of the rain we’d see all day and things
got brighter and better after we reached Wooler Common before eventually joining up with the
Pennine Cycleway (NCN Route 68). On another day the 29 km off-road option would be preferred.
Our chosen section of quiet narrow back roads was great for getting into a stride and ticking off the
kilometres as the main blue standard route heads south through the various Middletons to Ilderton.
Easy but never dull, the fords will prove a tempting challenge for many during summer weather but
due to the high water levels we encountered, the bridges were essential.
At Ilderton we left Route 68 and headed off over Roseden Edge through Roseden and Roddam on a
mix of fast lanes and rough tracks to Brandon ford/bridge before ascending then descending
enjoyably to the Muddy Boots café at Ingram. We arrived in seven varieties of wetness and mudencrustation at aptly-named Muddy Boots which will possibly need to add ‘and Bums’ if many MTBers take the latter route in late autumn!
Graham B
Some quotes:
A memorable day out and looking forward to doing the remainder of the route. Very well done! (AM)
Thank you chaps for your grand company yesterday on a thoroughly enjoyable bike ride. (CH)
I thoroughly enjoyed my ride with you guys on Wednesday. I hadn't ridden any of these trails so it
was all a wonderful adventure for me. I was pleased that it turned out to be 'harder' than I had
imagined it might be, by which I mean more fun and fulfilling! I really look forward to doing the full
route next year. Huge thanks and much respect to (all involved) for getting this long distance route
together. (GB)

Thanks for a great ride. This was just one section of the Sandstone Way and was a real mix of terrain
across some beautiful wild Northumberland scenery. Some very good off road sections and also some
good company. Look forward to seeing the map and riding the full route. (IB)
Ted wrote: It’s been a long journey to get the Sandstone Way thus far and it won’t stop here, in fact it
can’t if the route is to have a future. Yesterday confirmed lots of things but especially a) even the blue
route (average grade) is more challenging than you might think and b) for Ritchie Rothwell to ride the
whole main route in less than 11 hours is a phenomenal achievement considering this included photo
stops and at that time the route was only partially waymarked.
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The Reivers Cycle Route by MTB is next in line for re-launch. The route braid concept was well ahead of
its time when the RCR was originally conceived in 1997 by this writer. The one size fits all alignment was
signed and an off-road option was waymarked but with nil subsequent route management or
maintenance and in the absence of any meaningful promotion, it’s not surprising this route began to fall
into disrepair after a relatively successful first 2 years based on the early fumes of word of mouth.
Funding is being sought to pay for re-waymarking the MTB route, producing a website and publishing
the entire route on two maps to the same standard as the Sandstone Way by MTB. Tyne Valley MTB
intends to fully support this initiative. Consultation with relevant parties is underway and it’s hoped at
least the eastern map will be available this Summer but ideally both maps – see black delineation line.

Current Reivers Cycle Route breakdown (shown in magenta):
Tynemouth to west of Ponteland (21 miles): Largely off-road – suitable for off-road bikes / entirely
unsuitable for road bikes [North Tyneside / NCC)
West of Ponteland to Falstone (40 miles): Entirely on road – suitable for road bikes / unsuitable for
mountain bikes [NCC]
Falstone to Kershope Bridge, Cumbria (22 miles): Entirely off-road - suitable for off-road bikes /
entirely unsuitable for road bikes [NCC / Cumbria]
Kershope Bridge to Whitehaven (90 miles): Entirely on road (or tarmac) – suitable for road bikes /
unsuitable for mountain bikes [Cumbria]
Touring cyclists do not have the capacity to change their bikes mid route to / from a mountain bike
or road bike. The proposal is therefore to create a brace of Reivers Cycle Routes – one entirely on
road and one off-road as much as possible. All new signing must factor in both route strands and
any other major routes that have been agreed for promotion. Sustrans please note.
The RCR by MTB will be a fine follow-up to cash in on Sandstone Way cyclists wanting another
good off-road route to ride as will the route concept outlined below.
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It is still hoped to launch the Brace of Dozen Dales Routes in Summer 2015 to catch the explosion of
profile for cycling the 2014 TdF visit to Yorkshire has brought. The MTB strand of the brace is Kirk
Yetholm to Skipton by MTB which shares the Sandstone Way from near Alwinton to Hexham.

From early January 2015 funding will be sought to sign and waymark both route alignments as well as to
produce a website and publish the full route on 2 or 3 maps to the same standard as the Sandstone Way
by MTB. Tyne Valley MTB intends to be fully support this initiative. Consultation with relevant parties is
underway but only a rush of funding will enable this route to be on the ground in 2015.

Funding will be sought……WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
Providing a brief answer does no favours to this complex subject but the fact is there is a range of
funding sources out there that can be applied to for cycle route implementation based on their potential
to produce economic impact (jobs and income) and health benefits.
Tyne Valley MTB successfully applied for £7,000 of funding in 2013 which was then doubled by being
judiciously match-funded. In the case of the Sandstone Way by MTB we have Northumberland National
Park and Coast AONB as well as Defra and the Northern Landscape project to thank for this.
Once gain in 2015 Tyne Valley MTB is ideally placed to apply for further funding to implement MTB
routes in the north of England. Additional to applications, our target is to raise £10,000 during 2015.
More info about fund raising will follow!
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6. Rights of Way (ROW) improvements and how they are managed
As well as having a legal requirement to keep all ROW open and usable, each authority is required by the
Government to have a Rights of Way Improvement Plan (ROWIP) but extra funding to implement it isn’t
provided. On the contrary, all local authorities (LAs) are experiencing cut-backs to their ROW budget.
Northumberland County Council (NCC), Durham County Council (DCC) & Cumbria County Council (CCC)
are the 3 LAs which mainly affect where TVMTB mountain bikes. Each LA performs differently but it’s
fair to say we are lucky that each of the three performs its duties diligently and effectively which cannot
be said for all LAs in England. TVMTB mainly rides in Northumberland but also in adjacent counties.
Ted represents TVMTB and the interest of all North East MTB-ers in respect of ROW engagement.
NCC: One of the best LAs in England for pro-actively engaging with user groups, targeting repairs and
improvements and making changes to the Definitive Map (DM) which records all ROW. The County has
been forced to reduce staffing during the last 2 years but has managed to maintain a high standard of
delivery despite this and a smaller budget. N’land’s DM website is now VERY good and is particularly
user-friendly. To check on ROW click on user-friendly http://map.northumberland.gov.uk/prow/
NNPA: (Northumberland National Park Authority) has an arrangement with NCC to manage the ROW
within its boundaries. Lorna Lazzari does this on an annually reducing budget supported by a small work
team on the ground. Lorna is supportive of MTB-ing and does her best to improve routes in the Park.
DCC: Competently led by Mike Ogden, County Durham’s ROW team performs as well as possible despite
similar constraints. To view County Durham’s ROW– see http://www.durham.gov.uk/pages/prow.aspx,
Unfortunately, there are some in Co Durham who don’t realise recreational cycling and cycle tourism
aren’t as well organised in the county as they think it is (when compared to say Yorkshire and others)
CCC: Geoff Fewkes and Tony Burns work hard to protect and develop the access network in Cumbria. As
is the case with many LAs, CCC teams seems to be regularly re-organised to cut costs which means less
people doing the same work with a smaller budget. Cumbria’ DM isn’t intuitive at first glance – see….
http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/roads-transport/public-transport-road-safety/countrysideaccess/definitive_map/definitive_map.asp
AONBs: There are two Areas of Outstanding Beauty with relevance to where TVMTB rides namely the
North Pennines AONB and Northumberland Coast AONB. Both have a sole officer responsible for access
issues working closely with the relevant LAs. Both Simon Wilson at the North Pennines AONB and Iain
Robson at Northumberland Coast AONB are very approachable and supportive of legal mountain biking.
TVMTB keeps a close link with all of the above personnel and attempts to work closely with each key
officer. We do this by attending liaison and access meetings, taking an active role in the Joint Local
Access Forum (JLAF) [NCC / NNPA combined] and attending regional LAF meetings. Additionally Ted
attends the Joint Access Users Group (JAUG) meetings (British Horse Society [BHS], Ramblers and CTC],
the Prudhoe Green Infrastructure Group and also engages with Durham Wildlife Trust and The National
Trust when appropriate. We enjoy a strong two-way association with the Forestry Commission and
endeavour to communicate with Sustrans as and when necessary. The club has two members on the
Coast & Lowlands Local Nature Partnership board – see
https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/protecting-biodiversity-and-ecosystems-at-home-andabroad/supporting-pages/local-nature-partnerships
The value of advocacy and building up a relationship with relevant bodies and agencies founded on trust
and mutual respect cannot be under-estimated. Unfortunately there are some facets of cycling delivery
in the North of England that for a long time have failed to back up the good theory they speak and put
down on paper with good actions on the ground and see having this pointed out (eventually) as
undeserved criticism. It wouldn’t be helpful to name names.
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Public Rights of Way which are legal to off-road cyclists (based on CTC definitions)
Bridleway:
Cyclists, horses/riders and walkers all have access to Bridleways. Cyclists must give way to horses/riders and walkers ensuring to
be considerate to all other users. Horse drawn vehicles are not allowed. Motorcycling is not allowed. Bridleways are generally
unsurfaced and due to this some can become almost impassable for cyclists; this generally applies more to the winter months or
after a lot of heavy rain.
Byway Open to All Traffic (BOAT):
Cyclists and all wheeled vehicles are allowed to use BOATs but generally a BOAT is used by cyclists, horses/riders and walkers.
Vehicles such as 4x4s also use BOATs and in some areas you will find fairly high usage. Where this applies, BOATs can often
be found with deep groves in them making them impossible for walkers, cyclists and horse riders to use. As with Bridleways the
winter/wetter period can often present difficult and unpleasant riding conditions.
Restricted Byway (RB):
Restricted Byways first appeared in the Countryside Rights of Way Act 2000 (CROW). They allow a right of way for cyclists,
horse riders and walkers and for any other non-mechanically propelled vehicles on former Roads Used as Public Paths (RUPP).
Green Lane:
No legal definition is applicable with the phrase 'Green Lane'. The term generally refers to unsurfaced/unclassified country roads.
These are depicted as 'white roads' on Ordnance Survey Maps (OS). However, some 'white roads' are private and have no legal
right to ride on them.
Permissive Path:
Permissive paths give landowners the power to redirect the path or close the path. Permissive paths must be signed if they are not
to be used. Landowners may dedicate a Permissive path to cyclists only, horses riders only or maybe all three groups where they
so wish to do so. Permissive paths are often found on Local Authority, railway authority or National Trust land.
SCOTLAND:
Please see the 'Scottish Access Code' for access details to Scotland's countryside.

IT WOULD BE WONDERDFUL IF ENGLAND HAD THE SAME ENLIGHTENED ACCESS LAWS AS SCOTLAND

Key words
ROW – Right[s] of Way
Cycling Network – a collection of interconnecting routes available to cyclists; the vast majority of these
routes will carry other users in addition to cyclists, including walkers and horse riders.
DM = Definitive Map (a record of all ROW held by every local authority)
DMMO – Definitive Map Modification Order (legal process required to change the alignment of a ROW)
Footpath – a legal highway along which users are only allowed to travel on foot
MPV - Mechanically powered vehicles
UCR - Unsealed Classified Road
PI – Public Inquiry (a legal investigation with a Government appointed inspector to decide if a claim for a
ROW based on researched evidence is legitimate)
Traffic-free route – a route open to cyclists and other users that is segregated from MPVs
List of Streets - An up to date list of all roads kept by a Council that are highways maintainable at public
expense available for inspection by any person free of charge at all reasonable hours

ROW statistics for Northumberland
O/S CLAIMS
OVERALL
Footpath
Bridleway
Byway
Restricted Byway

Number
114
39
10
56
9

Kms
119.831
19.442
13.786
74.966
11.637
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Miles
86
10
12
52
12

7. Information
Want to find out more about Rights of Way? Take a look at
http://www.ctc.org.uk/article/campaigns-guide/developing-new-paths-for-cycling-in-countryside

Want to find out where all the bike parks are in the UK – check out
http://www.ibikeride.com/mountain-bike-trails/mtp-trailmap?goback=%2Egde_1163107_member_252883056
Did you know that there a number of permissive bridleways located all over England funded by
Defra. The website below will take you to the list – feed in the county then click ‘bridleway’ but
remember to check when the permission runs out before you open up each location map.
http://cwr.naturalengland.org.uk/walk-ride.aspx
Check out www.cyclepad.org.uk for keeping up to date about cycling info

8. Other
1. TVMTB has resumed working with various groups and bodies to produce 3 Heritage Trails
leaflets and create a MTB route map/guide centred on Hexham. Help needed for route
clearance near Anick – expect an email soon with a date.
2. We are also back on track to assist with the production of a map guide for 7 off-road routes
centred on Prudhoe.
2. TVMTB continues to lobby for safer cycling in Hexham, Corbridge and Prudhoe
3. Sign up for better cycling provision everywhere http://engagement.ctc.org.uk/eaaction/action?ea.client.id=1689&ea.campaign.id=34053&ea.tracking.id=cclips
4. Tour de France in Yorkshire report http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/cycling/30323997
£128m - the total boost to Yorkshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex and London
because of the Tour de France
4.8m - the number of people who lined the route for the three English stages
100km - the amount of barriers and fencing required, which is enough to
barrier the M11 from Cambridge to London
13,000 - the number of stewards and traffic marshals on duty
2 million - the number of spectators who felt inspired to cycle more frequently

5. http://www.britishcycling.org.uk/about/article/20131212-about-bc-news-Two-million-adultsnow-riding-bikes-at-least-once-a-week-0
6. http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2014/nov/12/europes-cycling-economy-has-created650000-jobs?CMP=twt_gu
Last but not least and well worth seeing again….
Photography is outstanding...but the bike riding skills are unbelievable!!!!
http://www.youtube.com/embed/xQ_IQS3VKjA

9. Tyne Valley MTB Alps tours: 2015
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Tyne Valley MTB: Great MTB week in the Alps – July 2015
The Alta Rezia region offers some of the highest quality mountain biking anywhere in the world. This
tour has been designed to include some of the very best trails which are the Alta Rezia’s hallmark i.e.
largely lift-accessed high quality singletrack in stunning situations.
Every day on this tour will be high quality ramping up in standard as the week progresses. On the
penultimate day we will ride an amazing high level thin traverse route then descend an unforgettable
3000m. On the last day we will take on the challenge of the unique Uina Schlucht to complete this
superb 7 day MTB tour in typical mind blowing fashion.
Without doubt it is the magic mix of incredible scenery, magnificent MTB routes and memorable
overnights that makes this tour extra special and a week no participant will ever forget.

MTB Alps July 2015 itinerary – 9 riders
10/07
11/07
12/07
13/07
14/07
15/07
16/07
17/07
18/07
19/07

Ted +Graham +Trev drive minibus to the Alps + Pete & Ian
Flight to Bergamo ex Manchester – minibus collects flyers from Bergamo airport
AM: Ride the phenomenal Tracciolino rock ledge route
PM: Minibus to St Moritz - ride lakeside route to hostel
Funicular train up / descend superb long downhill (twice); train up for long classic ST
Ride to Pontresina; train to Bernina Pass, ST to Livigno, lift up for excellent long descent
Lift up / Passo di Val Trela to the lakes; Passo Forcola to Bormio – an amazing day
Lifts to ride long unforgettable high level ST paths: back down to Bormio
Minibus up to Umbrail Pass 2505m; amazing ST to Bormio 1225m; minibus up to
fantastic accomm at the top of Stelvio Pass 2775m; amazing evening descent of Stelvio
Phenomenal high contouring ST / VERY long descent / minibus to Santa Maria
Spectacular Uina Schlucht route (am.); Minibus to Zurich airport – minibus back to UK

Tyne Valley MTB: Great Alpine Chain Route – August 2015
This year the plan is to return to the Dolomites and take a different route to end our epic linear
Alpine MTB tour by MTB at Salzburg rather than Vienna. The 2015 tour has two halves: 5 superb
days MTB-ing with the first 2 days riding the tough Via Migra route + 3 days riding through the
Dollies followed by 3.5 days riding into and through Austria to Salzburg which is the northern finish
to the Great Alpine Chain by MTB. Austria is gained by crossing a high pass that takes us into
Pinzgautal from where we ride via two long descents at Kaprun to and then at Leogang. From there
it’s a pleasant ride to Berchtesgaden close to Salzburg which we will ride into on the morning of our
final day before the return drive to Munich airport for the flight back to Manchester.
Tyne Valley MTB Club: Alps August 2015 Itinerary – 8 riders
20/08
Ted & Ruth + Dave M drive minibus + bikes & luggage to Munich
21/08
1715: Meet ex Manchester fliers – drive 2 hours to Mittenwald
22/08
Ride day 1 of the Via Migra route to Weerberg south of Inn Valley
23/08
Ride day 2 of the Via Migra to Steinach am Brenner via Hintertux
24/08
Transfer to Passo Pordoi: memorable high level route with long descent to Alleghe
25/08
Amazing high level route via Cortina d’Ampezzo to our rifugio
26/08
Ride thru’ Fanes National Park to St Viglio; 2 lifts up Kronplatz 2272m; ST descent
27/08
Ascent of Ahrntal to cross a high pass 2665m, long descent to Wald im Pinzgau
28/08
Down Pinzgautal to lifts at Kaprun; 2 long descents; easy to Leogang MTB park
29/08
One of 2 options to Weissbach; low pass to Berchtesgaden area – scenic lake trip
30/08
Easy am. ride into Salzburg then minibus to Munich airport – minibus back to the UK
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Please contact Ted for more info about anything in this newsletter

Remember, if you ride – you need to support, help fund raise & build
Here’s wishing you all a healthy 2015
& lots of good pedalin’
Ted Liddle
Tyne Valley MTB – Voluntary Organiser
01434 673038
tvmtb@yahoo.co.uk
www.tynevalleymtb.co.uk

You will improve mountain biking by being a member of Tyne Valley MTB

Without access there is no mountain biking!

Finally
Exchanging greetings with a Northumbrian hill shepherd in dialect – decoded:
Noo then. Ya reet? Aye, notseebad. Dee-in canny. Noo then.
It’s nice to meet up like this. How are you? Yes, quite well thank you, in fact I’m really very well.
Must be off…..
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